Executive Summary

Transportation Companies

Expand your network and make
it easier to receive rides from
new and current customers

Roundtrip is an easy-to-use, ride-receiving platform for transportation companies in the healthcare
setting. Our digital platform is designed to simplify the ride-ordering and ride-receiving process. We make
it simple and fast for clinical staff to organize transportation on behalf of patients who need a ride to or
from their point of care.
Roundtrip is free to join, and provides you with access to our Roundtrip Community, an online
marketplace of available rides, which help you grow your business through new volume. Roundtrip is
designed to increase the efficiency of the ride ordering process, empowering the health system to order
the transportation they need without having to pick up the phone.
roundtriphealth.com/transport-companies • transport@roundtriphealth.com
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How it works:

Trip requester logs into
Roundtrip platform and
voicelessly orders
transportation.

Transportation
companies accept and
manage ride requests
online in the Roundtrip
Community.

Trip is completed. You
digitally receive information
needed to bill insurance. We
pay you on net 45 day
terms.

Roundtrip’s mission is to improve health outcomes by providing the best rides through the simplest
coordination imaginable. The Roundtrip Community enables you to voicelessly see and accept any ride
requests in your areas of operation and to reduce your operational overhead to manage those requests.

Use Roundtrip to:
•

Receive the most accurate and up-to-date information by integrating with your CAD system.

•

Provide real-time updates to the entire care team, all at once.

•

Voicelessly communicate with care coordinators at the healthcare facility.

•

Ensure that you get paid on time every time, for every ride within 45 days.

•

Automatically send trip reminders to riders and maximize compliance with your riders to reduce noshows.

•

Mandate that hospital staff include an ePCS/medical necessity form for your convenience.

•

Ensure all data is secured in a HIPAA compliant format.

•

Maintain your status as the preferred transportation company for your existing partners, so you get
priority on all ride requests for the contracts you already hold.

Trusted by:

roundtriphealth.com/transport-companies • transport@roundtriphealth.com

